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The dynamic testing of structures, components and 
materials in the laboratory to determine their mechanical 
properties is an essential part of engineering R&D.
Overview
• History
• Examples – automotive, seismic …..
• Model-based design and control
• Control
• Technology
116 ton hydraulic testing machine, built 1866
(David Kirkaldy, Southwark, London)




Ten years in one day
“Royce took two great 
drums armed with cams, 
mounted them on an axle, 
with the top of the drums 
level with the floor, 
designed a motor to rotate 
the drums, and all facilities 
for executing the 
destructive tests and 
recording them.”
F-16 Durability Testing: 25,000 Hours,  2015 
(Lockheed Martin, Fort Worth)
Instron 5000lbf closed loop testing 
machine – 1946
• Other developments
– Servovalve developed by MIT/Moog (USA) 1950
– Dowty, were first in Europe (60s) with a servohydraulic 
materials testing machine
– Fully digital controllers from 1980’s




Wide range of vehicles…
Iterative Control – from the 1970’s
Inverse 
model





























F1 chassis dynamics testing 


























































































x 6 axes (X, Y, Z, RX, RY, RZ)
Decoupled axes 
The Role of Modelling 
and Simulation





































Inverse modelling for iterative control






Specialised control functions 
via Simulink Real-Time Code
Virtual systems, 
e.g. aero model
Controller (and rig) development



































































































































































2. differential pressure or 
load feedback
3. a first order lag
4. a notch filter
5. A cross-port bleed
Repetitive control


























Adaptive & self tuning techniques





















• Actuation:  
– servohydraulic good for high force, and 
bandwidth




– Digital (ultrasonic, absolute encoders)






• Creating high quality rigs for accurate dynamic 
testing in the laboratory, replicating real-world loads 
and motions, requires:
– Specialist design knowledge
– High quality components
– System understanding
– Subtle control algorithms and careful control 
implementation (e.g. signal conditioning)
• Improvements aided by model-based design and 
control.
• Hybrid testing is a future direction
